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PROVISIONAL ANSWER KEY

Exam: LLB 3 YEAR 2020 SPECIAL
Date of Test: 26-06-2020

Question1:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters

CAMOUFLAGE
   
        A:-seize    

        B:-retain

        C:-disguise    

        D:-demolish
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question2:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters

BEGET
  
        A:-generate    

        B:-extinguish

        C:-genuine    

        D:-betray
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question3:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters

DEVIOUS
   
        A:-dependable    

        B:-depart

        C:-disappear    

        D:-deceitful
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question4:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters

TRANQUIL
   
        A:-reveal    

        B:-nervous 

        C:-soothing    

        D:-elaborate
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question5:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capital letters
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AUDACIOUS
   
        A:-generous    

        B:-famous

        C:-gorgeous    

        D:-courageous
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question6:-Find out the correct prepositions 

An old feud existed …………….. the two families 
   
        A:-by    

        B:-between 

        C:-for    

        D:-before
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question7:-Find out the correct prepositions

Compare your answers …………….. your partner
   
        A:-for    

        B:-in 

        C:-with    

        D:-by
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question8:-Find out the correct prepositions 

…………….. his children, his nephews were also present
   
        A:-beside

        B:-besides

        C:-between

        D:-before
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question9:-Find out the correct prepositions 

He ran …………….. the room, panting for breath
   
        A:-at

        B:-after

        C:-into
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        D:-on
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question10:-Find out the correct prepositions

The principal congratulated the boy …………….. his success
   
        A:-in    

        B:-on

        C:-with    

        D:-at
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question11:-Choose the nearest one word from the alternatives given below

A contagious disease which spreads over a huge area
    
        A:-Panic    

        B:-Drastic 

        C:-Epidemic    

        D:-Endemic
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question12:-Choose the nearest one word from the alternatives given below 

A person who have very long experience of a particular job or activity 
    
        A:-Veteran     

        B:-Centenarian 

        C:-Humanitarian     

        D:-Vegetarian
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question13:-Choose the nearest one word from the alternatives given below

A country that is ruled by one person who has complete power 
  
        A:-Bureaucracy     

        B:-Democracy 

        C:-Autocracy    

        D:-Anarchy
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question14:-Choose the nearest one word from the alternatives given below 

One who is appointed by two parties and decide their difference 
   
        A:-Benefactor     
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        B:-Arbitrator 

        C:-Commutator    

        D:-Creditor
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question15:-Choose the nearest one word from the alternatives given below 

The process for blood purification when the kidneys malfunction 
   
        A:-Dialysis     

        B:-Synopsis 

        C:-Hypnosis     

        D:-Analysis
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question16:-Fill up the blanks with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

He …………….. her that she would pass 
   
        A:-insured     

        B:-assumed 

        C:-ensured    

        D:-assured
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question17:-Fill up the blanks with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

Although the polling was …………….. from 8 am to 5 pm in some polling booths it had continued upto 7 pm. 
  
        A:-scheduled    

        B:-chartered 

        C:-decided     

        D:-ordered
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question18:-Fill up the blanks with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

It is necessary to …………….. standards are maintained. 
   
        A:-insure     

        B:-influence 

        C:-ensure     

        D:-control
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question19:-Fill up the blanks with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:
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Iris pattern is used for individual ……………..
   
        A:-collaboration     

        B:-Assimilation 

        C:-declaration     

        D:-Identification
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question20:-Fill up the blanks with the most appropriate words from the four choices given below:

…………….. of old paintings is a job for the experts 
   
        A:-resurrection     

        B:-restoration 

        C:-retrieval     

        D:-resumption
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question21:-Find out the word which is nearest to opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

BELITTLE
        A:-Expand     

        B:-Inflate

        C:-Prohibit     

        D:-Extol
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question22:- Find out the word which is nearest to opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

ECSTASY 
  
        A:-Hate     

        B:-Fatigue 

        C:-Agony     

        D:-Langour
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question23:-Find out the word which is nearest to opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

EXPANSIVE
   
        A:-Narrow     

        B:-Troublesome 

        C:-Generous     

        D:-Honest
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        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question24:-Find out the word which is nearest to opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

AMPLE
   
        A:-Complete     

        B:-Quiet 

        C:-Insufficient     

        D:-Supple
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question25:-Find out the word which is nearest to opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals

AVERSION
   
        A:-Avoidable     

        B:-Hatred

        C:-Awareness     

        D:-Affection
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question26:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below 

To keep one’s temper 
   
        A:-to become hungry    

        B:-to preserve one’s energy

        C:-to be aloof     

        D:-to maintain one’s composure despite being upset
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question27:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

To catch a tartar 
   
        A:-to trap a person     

        B:-to catch a dangerous person 

        C:-to meet with disaster    

        D:-none of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question28:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

To smell a rat 
   
        A:-to suspect foul dealings     

        B:-to see signs of plague 
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        C:-to be in a bad mood     

        D:-to smell dead rat
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question29:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

To set one’s face against 
  
        A:-to get out of difficulty     

        B:-to judge by appearance 

        C:-to look at one steadily     

        D:-to oppose with determination
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question30:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given below

Out and out 
   
        A:-in every respect     

        B:-in favour of 

        C:-no more    

        D:-deadly against
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question31:-In each set a word is spelt in for different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt:

        A:-adulation     

        B:-adulasion

        C:-aduletion    

        D:-adulesion
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question32:-In each set a word is spelt in for different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt:
        A:-acquaintence    

        B:-acquantance

        C:-acquaintance     

        D:-acquentence
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question33:-In each set a word is spelt in for different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt:

        A:-pasanger    

        B:-passanger

        C:-pasenger    

        D:-passenger
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
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Question34:-In each set a word is spelt in for different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt:

        A:-forecast    

        B:-forecaste

        C:-forcast    

        D:-forcaste
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question35:-In each set a word is spelt in for different ways. Choose the word correctly spelt
        A:-rigerous    

        B:-rigourous

        C:-rigorous    

        D:-regorous
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question36:-Find out incorrectly spelt word 

 
        A:-accommodate    

        B:-bizare

        C:-calendar    

        D:-conscious
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question37:-Find out incorrectly spelt word
        A:-ecstasy    

        B:-harass

        C:-existance    

        D:-interrupt
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question38:-Find out incorrectly spelt word 

        A:-forsceable    

        B:-receive

        C:-occurence    

        D:-weird
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question39:-Find out incorrectly spelt word 

        A:-noticeable    

        B:-publicly

        C:-posession    

        D:-economy
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question40:-Find out incorrectly spelt word
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        A:-aparent    

        B:-category

        C:-amateur    

        D:-cemetery
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question41:-A sentence is divided into 3 parts. Choose the incorrect part. If no error in the sentence, choose 'D'
 
        A:-Anand has the guts    

        B:-to rise from the occasion 

        C:-and come out successfully

        D:-No error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question42:-A sentence is divided into 3 parts. Choose the incorrect part. If no error in the sentence, choose 'D
        A:-Their earnings are such that

        B:-they find it difficult

        C:-to make both ends to meet

        D:-No error
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question43:-A sentence is divided into 3 parts. Choose the incorrect part. If no error in the sentence, choose 'D
        A:-With a frown on his face

        B:-the teacher asking the student

        C:-to leave the room

        D:-No error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question44:-A sentence is divided into 3 parts. Choose the incorrect part. If no error in the sentence, choose 'D
   
        A:-He came in very quickly

        B:-so that he mighty avoid

        C:-waking his father

        D:-No error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question45:-A sentence is divided into 3 parts. Choose the incorrect part. If no error in the sentence, choose 'D
        A:-Honesty and integrity

        B:-are the quality

        C:-which cannot be done away with

        D:-No error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question46:-Choose the correct option to fill up the blanks 

He was a wise sage, and people came from far and wide to listen to his …………
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        A:-summons     

        B:-salman

        C:-sermon    

        D:-common
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question47:-Choose the correct option to fill up the blanks

The controversial ruling will set a dangerous ………… if the courts don’t allow appeal
   
        A:-precedent     

        B:-dissident 

        C:-president     

        D:-despondent
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question48:-Choose the correct option to fill up the blanks

The ………… for any crime is six months
   
        A:-status of limitation    

        B:-statute of limitation

        C:-statue of limitation    

        D:-station of limitation
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question49:-Choose the correct option to fill up the blanks

He was so ………… by the accident that he lost the ability to speak
   
        A:-traumatized    

        B:-synchronized

        C:-decentralized    

        D:-pressurized
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question50:-Choose the correct option to fill up the blanks 

Though he kept ………… just to avoid the confrontation with his client, he did not succeed in the end.
   
        A:-probating     

        B:-predicting 

        C:-procrastinating     

        D:-prescribing
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question51:-Choose the correct sentence from the given choices
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        A:-The party was a disaster. There wasn’t nobody there.

        B:-The party was a disaster. There was anybody there.

        C:-The party was a disaster. There was nobody there.

        D:-The party was a disaster. There was somebody there.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question52:-Choose the correct sentence from the given choices

        A:-Every year, he goes to the coast for his holidays by train

        B:-Every year, he goes to the coast for his holidays with train

        C:-Every year, he goes to the coast for his holidays in train

        D:-Every year, he goes to the coast for his holidays on train
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question53:-Choose the correct sentence from the given choices
        A:-They hadn’t time for lunch    

        B:-They didn’t have time for lunch

        C:-They didn’t have got time for lunch

        D:-They had not time for lunch
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question54:-Choose the correct sentence from the given choices

        A:-What’s like the weather?

        B:-What the weather like?

        C:-What’s the weather like?

        D:-How the weather is?
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question55:-Choose the correct sentence from the given choices
        A:-He works for the bank, doesn’t he?

        B:-He works for the bank, does he?

        C:-He works for the bank, isn’t he?    

        D:-He works for the bank, didn’t he?
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question56:-Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing the correct alternatives given

"I Have a Dream" is a public speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. during the March on Was
28, 1963, in which he calls for an end to racism in the United States and called for civil and economic rights. Delivered to ove
steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., the speech was a defining moment of the civil rights movement. Beginning
Proclamation, which freed millions of slaves in 1863, King observes that: "one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free".
departed from his prepared text for a partly improvised peroration on the theme "I have a dream", prompted by Mahalia Jacks
Martin!" In this part of the speech, which most excited the listeners and has now become its most famous, King described his
from a land of slavery and hatred. Jon Meacham writes that, "With a single phrase, Martin Luther King Jr. joined Jefferson an
modern America". The speech was ranked the top American speech of the 20th century in a 1999 poll of scholars of public ad

What issues does Martin Luther King’s speech address?
   
        A:-continuation of racism
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        B:-end to racism and for civil and economic rights

        C:-civil rights 

        D:-civil war
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question57:-Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing the correct alternatives given

"I Have a Dream" is a public speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. during the March on Was
28, 1963, in which he calls for an end to racism in the United States and called for civil and economic rights. Delivered to ove
steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., the speech was a defining moment of the civil rights movement. Beginning
Proclamation, which freed millions of slaves in 1863, King observes that: "one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free".
departed from his prepared text for a partly improvised peroration on the theme "I have a dream", prompted by Mahalia Jacks
Martin!" In this part of the speech, which most excited the listeners and has now become its most famous, King described his
from a land of slavery and hatred. Jon Meacham writes that, "With a single phrase, Martin Luther King Jr. joined Jefferson an
modern America". The speech was ranked the top American speech of the 20th century in a 1999 poll of scholars of public ad

Who pushes King to speak: “I have a dream”?
    

        A:-He reads out the Emancipation Proclamation

        B:-He is prompted by Mahalia Jakson

        C:-He is overwhelmed by the crowd

        D:-Lincoln had asked him to give the speech
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question58:-Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing the correct alternatives given

"I Have a Dream" is a public speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. during the March on Was
28, 1963, in which he calls for an end to racism in the United States and called for civil and economic rights. Delivered to ove
steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., the speech was a defining moment of the civil rights movement. Beginning
Proclamation, which freed millions of slaves in 1863, King observes that: "one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free".
departed from his prepared text for a partly improvised peroration on the theme "I have a dream", prompted by Mahalia Jacks
Martin!" In this part of the speech, which most excited the listeners and has now become its most famous, King described his
from a land of slavery and hatred. Jon Meacham writes that, "With a single phrase, Martin Luther King Jr. joined Jefferson an
modern America". The speech was ranked the top American speech of the 20th century in a 1999 poll of scholars of public ad

From the passage give one word for “to leave”
   
        A:-Departed     

        B:-Improvised 

        C:-Proclamation    

        D:-Prompted
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question59:-Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing the correct alternatives given

"I Have a Dream" is a public speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. during the March on Was
28, 1963, in which he calls for an end to racism in the United States and called for civil and economic rights. Delivered to ove
steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., the speech was a defining moment of the civil rights movement. Beginning
Proclamation, which freed millions of slaves in 1863, King observes that: "one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free".
departed from his prepared text for a partly improvised peroration on the theme "I have a dream", prompted by Mahalia Jacks
Martin!" In this part of the speech, which most excited the listeners and has now become its most famous, King described his
from a land of slavery and hatred. Jon Meacham writes that, "With a single phrase, Martin Luther King Jr. joined Jefferson an
modern America". The speech was ranked the top American speech of the 20th century in a 1999 poll of scholars of public ad
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What is the name of Martin Lurther King’s famous speech?
   
        A:-An improvisation     

        B:-I have a dream 

        C:-A peroration     

        D:-A proclamation
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question60:-Read the following passage and answer the question by choosing the correct alternatives given

"I Have a Dream" is a public speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. during the March on Was
28, 1963, in which he calls for an end to racism in the United States and called for civil and economic rights. Delivered to ove
steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., the speech was a defining moment of the civil rights movement. Beginning
Proclamation, which freed millions of slaves in 1863, King observes that: "one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free".
departed from his prepared text for a partly improvised peroration on the theme "I have a dream", prompted by Mahalia Jacks
Martin!" In this part of the speech, which most excited the listeners and has now become its most famous, King described his
from a land of slavery and hatred. Jon Meacham writes that, "With a single phrase, Martin Luther King Jr. joined Jefferson an
modern America". The speech was ranked the top American speech of the 20th century in a 1999 poll of scholars of public ad

In front of whom does King speak?
   
        A:-His friends    

        B:-Lincoln 

        C:-Civil rights supporters    

        D:-The Negroes
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question61:-Statements
a.    Some new are old
b.    Some Old are future
c.    All future are bright

Conclusions

I.    Some new are bright
II.   Some new are future
III.  No bright is new
IV.   No old is bright
        A:-Either I or II

        B:-Either III or I

        C:-Only IV

        D:-None follows
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question62:-Statement: Should Wildlife Sanctuaries be closed to visitors?

Arguments
I.    No, wildlife sanctuaries need revenue generated from visitors to carry out their functioning
II.    Yes, Visitors are not good for the peaceful atmosphere of the sanctuary
        A:-If only Argument I is strong

        B:-If only Argument II is strong

        C:-If neither Argument I or II is strong

        D:-If both Arguments I and II are strong
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        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question63:-Chetan was facing east. He walked 90 m straight, then turned right and walked 20 m. Then he turned west and w
100m. How far is he from the starting point
        A:-120 m

        B:-130 m

        C:-100 m

        D:-110 m
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question64:-Find the odd one out?
        A:-TUV

        B:-GHI

        C:-PQR

        D:-DEF
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question65:-If Eraser is called box, box is called pencil, pencil is called sharpener and sharpener is called bag, what will a ch
        A:-Box 

        B:-Sharpener 

        C:-Eraser 

        D:-Pencil
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question66:-2/3 is a rational number, whereas 3 is
        A:-Not a rational number

        B:-Not a number

        C:-Also a rational number

        D:-An irrational number
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question67:-A pipe can fill a tank alone in 15hrs but it takes 3 hrs more due to a leak. In how much time can the leak alone e

        A:-90 hrs 

        B:-60 hrs

        C:-45 hrs

        D:-30 hrs
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question68:-1, 2, 6, 24, ?

        A:-60

        B:-95

        C:-120 

        D:-150
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question69:-If Southeast becomes North, Northeast becomes West and so on, what will West become?
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        A:-Northeast

        B:-Northwest

        C:-Southeast 

        D:-Southwest
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question70:-Squareroot of 225 is
        A:-15
        B:-5
        C:-25
        D:-35
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question71:-What is the sum of all natural numbers from 1 to 100?

        A:-5000

        B:-5050 

        C:-6000

        D:-5052
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question72:-Find the missing group in the sequence

    X7D, V11G, T13J, _______, P19 P

        A:-Q15M

        B:-R17M 

        C:-Q17L

        D:-R15M
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question73:-If the diameter of a circle is increased by 100%, its area is increased by
        A:-400%

        B:-300%

        C:-200%

        D:-100%
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question74:-USA : Star and Stripes:
        A:-UK:Red Cross

        B:-India:Tri colour

        C:-China: Sickle and Hammer

        D:-All the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question75:-What is the simple interest for 9 years on a sum of Rs.800, if the rate of interest for the first 4 years is 8% per an
annum.
        A:-352

        B:-392
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        C:-400

        D:-Cannot be determined
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question76:-A mixture of 40 litres of milk and water contains 10% of water. How much water is to be added to the mixture so 
mixture

        A:-7.5 litres

        B:-6.5 litres

        C:-5 litres

        D:-4 litres
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question77:-The number of natural numbers of two or more than two digits in which, digits from left to right are in increasing o
        A:-502

        B:-501

        C:-128

        D:-127
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question78:-A certain sum of money was deposited in a bank and it became two-fold in 10 years. What is the rate of simple i

        A:-8%

        B:-10% 

        C:-12%

        D:-13%
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question79:-If each group of three letters in the word PHARMACOLOGY is written in reverse order, the 7th letter from the rig
        A:-A
        B:-C
        C:-R
        D:-O
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question80:-Complete the series  120,99,80,63,48, _____
        A:-37
        B:-35
        C:-33
        D:-31
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question81:-D,H,L,R, _____
        A:-O
        B:-I
        C:-T
        D:-X
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question82:-Conscience:Wrong:    Police:______ ?
        A:-offence

        B:-Arrest

        C:-Crime 

        D:-Law
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        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question83:-Ankit is the brother of Abhijit’s son. How is Abhijit related to Ankit?
        A:-Son

        B:-Cousin

        C:-Father

        D:-Grand father
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question84:-USA: Presidential System     India: _____?
        A:-Parliamentary System

        B:-Federal System

        C:-Republican System

        D:-Democratic System
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question85:-Judiciary:Chief Justice    Executive: _____?
        A:-Prime Minister

        B:-Vice president

        C:-President

        D:-Government of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question86:-Which Article of the Constitution deals with Writ jurisdiction of High Court ?
        A:-Art.32

        B:-Art.226

        C:-Art.229

        D:-Art.39
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question87:-The word ‘Secular’ was added to the Preamble of the Constitution in the year
        A:-1978

        B:-1975

        C:-1979

        D:-1976
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question88:-The official language of Supreme Court is
        A:-English

        B:-Hindi

        C:-Any language convenient to the Judge

        D:-All of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question89:-Who is the highest law officer of a State.
        A:-Solicitor General

        B:-Advocate General
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        C:-Attorney General

        D:-Chief Justice of High Court
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question90:-The President of India is
        A:-selected

        B:-appointed

        C:-elected

        D:-nominated
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question91:-The Ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha is
        A:-Speaker

        B:-President

        C:-Vice-President

        D:-Leader of Opposition
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question92:-The ‘Plea of Alibi’ by an accused person means
        A:-He was facing trial

        B:-He wants to be released on bail

        C:-He was present elsewhere at the time of crime

        D:-He has remained in custody for long time.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question93:-Culpable Homicide is defined in
        A:-S.300

        B:-S.290

        C:-S.299

        D:-S.301
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question94:-S.124 A of Indian Penal Code deals with

        A:-Offences against state

        B:-Waging war against government of India 

        C:-Sedition

        D:-Preparation to wage war against government of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question95:-Sometimes a person himself does not commit an offence but he helps or aids another person to commit an offen
        A:-Conspiracy

        B:-Attempt

        C:-Abetment

        D:-Abatement
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question96:-Disclosure of Identity of a rape victim is punishable under______ of Indian Penal Code
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        A:-S.228

        B:-S.228A

        C:-S.229

        D:-S.229A
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question97:-The term ‘Homicide’ in criminal law means,
        A:-Killing of a human being by another human being

        B:-Killing of a human being

        C:-Killing of an animal by a human being

        D:-Accidental Death
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question98:-Which of the following is not an essential for valid contract under section 10 of 
Indian Contract Act.
        A:-Agreement

        B:-Lawful consideration

        C:-Lawful Object

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question99:-A party without knowledge of original proposal, reverts to a proposal, with another proposal. It is called as
        A:-Counter-offer

        B:-Cross offer

        C:-Acceptance

        D:-Invitation to offer
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question100:-An advertisement displayed on the window of a shop for sale of products is known as
        A:-offer

        B:-rescinded offer

        C:-invitation to offer

        D:-acceptance
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question101:-Which of the following creates an automatic revocation of the proposal?
        A:-Insufficient consideration

        B:-Unlawful consideration

        C:-Death or insanity

        D:-Minor age
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question102:-‘Consensus ad idem’ means
        A:-Free consent

        B:-Meeting of minds 

        C:-Lawful consideration
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        D:-Agreement without consideration
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question103:-‘Caveat Emptor’ means
        A:-Let the insurer  beware

        B:-Let the buyer beware

        C:-Let the seller beware

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question104:-A Tort feasor is
 
        A:-Person who has suffered damages

        B:-Person whose rights are infringed

        C:-Person committing a tort

        D:-Person who gets damages
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question105:-Which of the following rules is related to Contributory Negligence?
  
        A:-Last person rule

        B:-Last opportunity rule

        C:-Last Chance rule

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question106:-The case which recognized the rule of ‘Absolute liability’ in India
        A:-Rylands.v.Fletcher

        B:-M.C. Mehta.v. Union of India

        C:-Bandhua Mukti Morcha V. Union of India

        D:-Union Carbide Corporation v. Union of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question107:-A group of passengers travelling on the roof of a bus were hit by branches of a tree. Who among the following 
        A:-Driver of the bus

        B:-Conductor of the bus

        C:-The passengers themselves

        D:-All of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question108:-In case of liability for dangerous animals, which rule is applicable
        A:-Cattle trespass

        B:-Negligence

        C:-Scienter Rule

        D:-Cattle Guard Rule
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question109:-Which of the following is a valid defence in tort?
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        A:-Act of God

        B:-Act of Agent

        C:-Act of Third party

        D:-Act of Animals
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question110:-A guarantee obtained by means of keeping silence as to material circumstances, is ________
        A:-Valid

        B:-Void

        C:-Invalid

        D:-Voidable
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question111:-A delegated legislation, generally means the law made by the ________
        A:-Executive

        B:-Judiciary

        C:-Legislature

        D:-Both a & b
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question112:-An animal is 
        A:-Legal person

        B:-Natural person

        C:-Not a person

        D:-A person
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question113:-What is the jural correlative of right ?
        A:-Duty

        B:-Privilege

        C:-Power

        D:-Liability
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question114:-Corporeal Possession is
        A:-Possession of another’s property

        B:-Possession of material thing

        C:-Possession acquired through an agent

        D:-None of the above
 
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question115:-Part II of the Constitution deals with
        A:-The Union and territory 

        B:-Elections

        C:-Tribunels
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        D:-Citizenship
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question116:-A Proclamation of Emergency must be placed before the Parliament for its approval within a period of________
    
        A:-Three months       

        B:-One month       

        C:-Four months       

        D:-Six months
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question117:-The power to summon a House of Parliament to meet is formally vested in   
   
        A:-President        

        B:-Speaker        

        C:-Prime Minister        

        D:-Vice- President
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question118:-The provision in the Constitution regulating criminal appeals to Supreme Court       
   
        A:-Article 136        

        B:-Article 141

        C:-Article 134    

        D:-Article 132
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question119:-The President of India is to appoint a person to be the Attorney General for India who is qualified to be appointe
        A:-High Court Judge        

        B:-Supreme Court Judge     

        C:-Either (a) or (b)       

        D:-Member of Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question120:-Article 123 of the Constitution empowers the President to promulgate ordinances when:      
   
        A:-Emergency is declared       
  
      
        B:-Rajya Sabha is not in session        

        C:-Lok Sabha is not in session       

        D:-Both Houses of Parliament are not in session
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question121:-Which of the writs calls upon the holder of a public office to show to the Court under what authority he is holdin
   
        A:-Prohibition        

        B:-Quo Warranto        

        C:-Certiorari         
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        D:-Mandamus   
    
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question122:-Which is the constitutional provision relevant for solving questions of repugnancy between a Central law and a 
   
        A:-Article 254      

        B:-Article 234        

        C:-Article 245       

        D:-Article 243
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question123:-In which case the Supreme Court laid down that the creamy layer has to excluded from the backward class?    
    
        A:-M R Balaji v. State of Mysore    

        B:-Valsamma Paul v. Cochin University       

        C:-Indra Sawhney v. Union of India     

        D:-Inder Singh v. State of Rajasthan
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question124:-Article 19(1)(b) guarantees to the citizens of India the right to:        
    
        
        A:-Speech and expression        

        B:-Form association       

        C:-Trade and profession      

        D:-Assemble peacefully and without arms
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question125:-The maxim Nemo debet bis vexari relates to    
        A:-Ex post facto laws      
        B:-Double jeopardy      

        C:-Self incrimination       

        D:-Post Constitutional laws
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question126:-Who appoints the Chairman and other members of the Union Public Service Commission?     

        A:-President of India       
  
        B:-Prime Minister       
        C:-President of India in consultation with Chief Justice      
        D:-Cabinet 
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question127:-Which amendment to the Constitution deleted Right to Property from fundamental rights?       
   
        A:-42nd Amendment        

        B:-44th Amendment        

        C:-46th Amendment        

        D:-48th Amendment
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        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question128:-Which Schedule of the Constitution deals with the administration and control of Scheduled Areas and Schedule
    
        A:-7th Schedule      

        B:-8th Schedule        

        C:-5th Schedule        

        D:-4th Schedule
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question129:-Which of the following Articles remain suspended during the proclamation of emergency under Article 358 ?     
   
        A:-Article 19 and 21     

        B:-Article 14 and 19        

        C:-Article 14, 19 and 21       

        D:-Article 19 only 
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question130:-Which Committee recommended for the inclusion of Fundamental Duties in the Constitution?       
    
        A:-L.M Singhvi Committee       

        B:-Swaran Singh Committee       

        C:-Ashok Mehta Committee

        D:-Swaminathan Committee
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question131:-Who makes rules to determine the conditions of service and tenure of office of the Election Commissioners?    
         
 
        A:-President subject to the law made by the Parliament      
 
        B:-President subject to the law made by Lok Sabha   

        C:-Parliament subject to the control of President        

        D:-Speaker
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question132:-The original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is stated under:       
        A:-Article 141     

        B:-Article 131      

        C:-Article 231        

        D:-Article 226
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question133:-Which one of the following is not a state within the meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution?       
   
        A:-Electricity board    

        B:-Industrial Development Bank of India        

        C:-National Council of Educational Research and Training       

        D:-Oil and Natural Gas Corporation
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        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question134:-The Parliament has power to legislate with respect to a matter in the State list in the national interest if the reso
     
        A:-Two third members of Council of States      

        B:-One third members of Council of States     

        C:-Half of the members of Council of States      

        D:-Both houses of the Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question135:-The power of Parliament to make any law with respect to matters not enumerated in the Concurrent List or Stat
       
        A:-Extra territorial power    

        B:-Concurrent power       

        C:-Legislative power   

        D:-Residuary power
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question136:-Possession of a material object is called__________?
   
        A:-Incorporeal possession

        B:-Corporeal possession

        C:-Mediate Possession

        D:-Immediate Possession
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question137:-Animus possidendi  is an essential element of possession, according to .................?
   
        A:-John Salmond

        B:-Frederick Pollock

        C:-Savigny

        D:-John Austin
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question138:-The disputes regarding the election of the President are decided by
   
        A:-The Supreme Court

        B:-The Rajya Sabha

        C:-The Lok Sabha

        D:-The Chief Election Commissioner
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question139:-Ownership to copyright and goodwill of a business is ................?
   
        A:-Contingent ownership

        B:-Beneficial ownership

        C:-Corporeal ownership

        D:-Incorporeal ownership
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        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question140:-Which one of the following statements is correct?
   
        A:-Only 'Corpus Possessions' is requred for Valid Possession

        B:-Only 'animus domini' is required for valid possession

        C:-Both 'corpus possessions' and 'animus domini' are required for valid possession

        D:-Neither 'corpus possessions' and 'animus domini' is required for valid possession.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question141:-A Person is any being whom the law regards as capable of rights or duties. This is the statement of ................?
  
        A:-Rosco Pound

        B:-Austin

        C:-Julius Stone

        D:-John Salmond
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question142:-The binding nature of precedents is established by ...............?
        A:-Res Judicata

        B:-Obiter dicta

        C:-Stare decisis

        D:-All of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question143:-The Oath of office to the President to administered by
        A:-The Prime Minister

        B:-The Speaker of Lok Sabha

        C:-The Chief Justice of India

        D:-The Vice-President of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question144:-Which one of the following is not a chief form of subordinate legislation?
        A:-Colonial legislation

        B:-Executive legislation

        C:-Municipal legislation

        D:-Judicial legislation by way of Judgement
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question145:-According to Salmond 'Supreme legislation' refers to
        A:-Colonial legislation

        B:-Executive legislation

        C:-Judicial legislation

        D:-Law Made by the parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question146:-Principle: A citizen is expected to take reasonable duty of care while driving on the road and not to cause injur

Facts: A, the owner of a car asked his friend B to drive the car to his office. As the car was near his (A’s) office , it hit a pedes
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and injured him seriously, P sued A for damages. Which one of the following is correct?  

    
        A:-A is not liable as it was the negligence of B.

        B:-The liability was solely of B as A was not accompanying him.

        C:-As B was driving under A’s care and authority, A is liable.

        D:-A is not liable under the principle of inevitable accident.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question147:-Assertion (A): Master is liable for the wrongs committed by a servant.

Reason (R): Servant acts on behalf of the master. 

        A:-Both A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of A.

        B:-Both A and R are true, and R is not the correct explanation of A. 

        C:-A is true but R is false.

        D:-A is false but R is true.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question148:-Principle :Ignorantia juris non excusat, i.e. ignorance of law is no excuse. 

Facts : David, an Australian national, had visited the Ranthambore National Park located in Northern India and was told by h
endangered species, is permissible under the Indian Laws. Being ignorant about the Indian laws and believing on the advice 
buck. The police later arrested David on the charge of killing an endangered species. David informed the Police that he had a
had no knowledge about the Indian law. 

        A:-David is not guilty as he is not an Indian citizen and was unaware of the local law 

        B:-Both David and Karan are equally guilty of killing the black buck

        C:-Only David is guilty and can be punished

        D:-David is guilty but cannot be punished under the Indian Laws as he was a citizen of another country
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question149:-Principle :Whoever intentionally puts any person in fear of any injury to that person, or to any other, and thereb
fear to deliver any property or valuable security, or anything signed or sealed which may be converted into a valuable security

Facts : 'A' threatens to publish a defamatory libel concerning 'B' unless 'B' gives Rs. 5 lakhs. 'A' induces 'B' to give money.
        A:-'A' is guilty of defamation

        B:-'A' is guilty of extortion
        C:-'A' is not guilty since it is a preparation only

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question150:-Principle : Nothing which is not intended to cause death, is an offence by reason of any harm which it may cau
be known by the doer to be likely to cause, to any person for whose benefit it is done in good faith, and who has given a cons
that harm, or to take the risk of that harm. 
Facts : A fake doctor operated on a man for internal piles by cutting them out with an ordinary knife. The man dies of hemorrh
   
        A:-Doctor is guilty of murder    

        B:-Doctor is not guilty 

        C:-Doctor is guilty of culpable homicide not amounting to murder
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        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question151:-Legal Principle: A master will be liable for the wrongful acts of his servants in the course of their employment.

Factual Situation: Mrs. Nitu, an old woman had an account in a bank. Mr. Robert, her tenant used to collect Rs. 100 from Mr
account of Mrs. Nitu. Mr. Robert got a commission from the bank for depositing that amount every week. After few months of 
Robert had not deposited the amount for five months in the account and that he had run away with that amount. Mrs. Nitu file
        A:-The bank is not liable as Mr Robert was not an employee of the bank. 

        B:-The bank is not liable for the failure on part of Mrs. Nitu to check the balance in her account in time.

        C:-The bank is liable as the bank paid commission to Mr. Robert for the work he did.

        D:-None of the above.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question152:-Legal Principle: A violation of a legal right with or without damage, give rise to  a tort.

Factual Situation : A establishes a  private College  and charges RS 10000 per year as fees. A’s neighbour B establishes an
competition. This forces A to reduce  his fees to Rs. 5000 per year. Can A claim damages from B for the loss caused to him?
        A:-A can claim damages from B

        B:-A cannot claim damages from B

        C:-A Can claim Reasonable damages from B 

        D:-None of the Above.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question153:-Legal  Principle: Whoever with the intent to cause, or knows that he is likely to cause, wrongful loss or damag
destruction of any property, or any such change in any property or in the situation thereof or destroys or diminishes its value o
“mischief”.

Factual Situation: Q, knowing that his assets are about to be taken in execution in order to satisfy a debt due from him to Z, 
thereby preventing Z from obtaining satisfaction of the debt and it caused damages to Z. Decide whether Q has committed an

        A:-Q commits mischief, because he knowingly caused the damages to Z. 

        B:-Q does not commit mischief because his act cannot be proved on the ground of law and evidence in its support.

        C:-Q cannot be punished because his assets are not sufficient to obtain satisfaction of debt.

        D:-Q can be prosecuted only if debt is good debt.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question154:-Principle: One of the directive principles of State policy, namely, Article 47 provides that the State shall endeav
consumption of intoxicating drinks. Under our Constitution, the directive principles cannot be enforced by a court of law.
    
Facts: The State of Saurashra had enacted a legislation prohibiting the manufacturing and consumption of liquor. After a few 
implementing the legislation and mainly for raising the revenue, this legislation was repealed and the State Government perm
and imposed taxes thereon. This action of the State Government was challenged by some citizens. 
   
        A:-Citizens will win, because welfare of citizens is a broader agenda as compared to economic gains.
   
        B:-Government will win, because economic prosperity of the government will go a long way in funding schemes for publi
   
        C:-Citizens will lose because directive principles are not enforceable in court of law.
  
        D:-None of these.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question155:-Principle: One of the fundamental duties of citizens is to respect National Flag and National Anthem. The Con
a fundamental right.
   
Facts: X, a citizen of India belonging to a particular religious sect, is serving in the police force. He refuses to salute the Natio
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ground that, as per his religious injunctions, he cannot glorify anybody other than the God. The disciplinary proceedings are in
   
        A:-X will succeed as his right to religious freedoms is a fundamental right, which should be upheld.

        B:-X will not succeed as he is not just an ordinary citizen but a member of the police force and his duty demands that he
   
        C:-C.    X will not succeed as the fundamental duty compels him to salute the flag.
  
        D:-D.    Fundamental duties are not enforceable, hence, X will succeed.
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question156:-Train travel insurance in India is available at a premium of ______
        A:-1 paisa

        B:-92 paisa

        C:-1 rupee

        D:-2 rupee
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question157:-Mr. Donald Trump is ______ President of United States
        A:-45th

        B:-65th

        C:-55th

        D:-53rd
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question158:-Who is the President of Srilanka?

        A:-Maithripala  Sirisena

        B:-Gotabaya  Rajapaksa

        C:-Ranil Vickrama Singhe

        D:-Mahinda Rajapakse
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question159:-Who was the Chief Guest on the occasion of 71st Republic day of India
        A:-Cyril Ramaphosa

        B:-Aung San SuuKyi

        C:-Jair Bolsonaro

        D:-Francis Hollande
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question160:-Who is the Chief Justice of India?
        A:-Ranjan Gogoi

        B:-Sharad Arvind Bobde

        C:-Dipak Misra

        D:-J.S. Kehar
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question161:-GST means
        A:-Goods and Simple Tax

        B:-Goods and Sales Tax
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        C:-Goods and Services Tax

        D:-Goods and Securities Tax
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question162:- How many digits are there in the postal pin code throughout India?
        A:-8
        B:-7
        C:-6
        D:-5
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question163:-Which country is known as the “Land of Thousand Lakes”?
        A:-Newzealand

        B:-Ireland

        C:-Scotland

        D:-Finland
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question164:-Pondicherry was a _______colony
        A:-British

        B:-Portuguese

        C:-French

        D:-Dutch
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question165:-The headquarters of ISRO is at
        A:-Bangalore

        B:-Trivandrum

        C:-Ahmedabad

        D:-New Delhi
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question166:-The official mascot of Tokyo Olympics 2020 is
        A:-Zaumi

        B:-Willie

        C:-Miraitowa

        D:-Zabivaka
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question167:-The name ‘Sunil Chhetri’ is associated with

        A:-Hockey

        B:-Football

        C:-Badminton

        D:-Cricket
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question168:-Who is the author of ‘Crime and Punishment’?
        A:-Karl Marx
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        B:-Harold Joseph Laski

        C:-Fyodor Dostoevsky

        D:-Geoffrey Chaucer
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question169:-Under the Constitution of India, the official languages of the Union is
        A:-English and Hindi in Devanagari script

        B:-Hindi

        C:-English

        D:-Hindi in Devanagiri script
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question170:-In case of vacancy of office of both the President and Vice President of India, who shall act as the President of 

        A:-Chief Justice of India

        B:-Prime Minister

        C:-Attorney General of India

        D:-Judge of the Supreme Court
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question171:-As on February 2020 which country is India’s top trade partner
        A:-China

        B:-Russia

        C:-United States

        D:-France
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question172:-What is Ethnologue?
        A:-Database of local customs

        B:-Database of languages

        C:-Database of Tribal areas

        D:-Database of heritage sites
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question173:-The Consumer Protection Act, 2019 which is to come into force from April 2020, makes provisions related to “c

        A:-Sue entire management of producers of faulty products

        B:-Recall an entire batch of faulty products

        C:-Claim damages for faulty products

        D:-Sue suppliers of faulty products
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question174:-Antihydrogen is composed of
        A:-Positron and Antiproton

        B:-Positron and Proton

        C:-Neutron and Proton
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        D:-Neutrino and Neutron
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question175:-“Red Throated Thrush” is a species recently found in Ladakh. What species is it?
        A:-Bird

        B:-Frog

        C:-Tortoise

        D:-Tiger
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question176:-The name of the new satellite, to be launched by the ISRO in 2020
        A:-GISAT-II

        B:-GISAT-1

        C:-GISAT-3

        D:-GISAT-7
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question177:-Which country claims first to develop an antibody test to identify COVID-19
        A:-China

        B:-Singapore

        C:-United States

        D:-South Korea
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question178:-What is the theme of ‘National Science Day’ 2020?
        A:-Youth in science

        B:-Women in science

        C:-Children in science

        D:-Artificial intelligence in science
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question179:-What is the name of the scheme that aims to provide nutritional support to pregnant women and adolescent gir
        A:-Suposhit Janani Yojana

        B:-Suposhit Maa Abhiyan

        C:-Suposhit Beti Abhiyan

        D:-Suposhit Yojana
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question180:-Muhyiddin Yassin, recently sworn in as the new Prime Minister of which country?
        A:-Qatar

        B:-Iran

        C:-Malaysia

        D:-Saudi Arabia
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question181:-When is the “Zero Discrimination Day” observed annually across the world?
        A:-March 5

        B:-March 1
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        C:-March 3

        D:-March 4
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question182:-Joshna Chinnappa is associated with which sports?
        A:-Tennis

        B:-Table-Tennis

        C:-Squash

        D:-Badminton
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question183:- ‘Yodhavu’ (warrior), a mobile application for curbing drug menace is an initiative of which state
        A:-Telangana

        B:-Karnataka

        C:-Kerala

        D:-Tamil Nadu
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question184:-ERO-Net is the portal of
        A:-All India Institute of Medical Sciences

        B:-Election Commission of India

        C:-Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

        D:-Airports Authority of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question185:-Which sports person of India won the ESPN’s ‘Female Sports person of the Year” award for the third consecutiv
        A:-Sania Mirza

        B:-Mary Kom

        C:-Saina Nehwal

        D:-P.V. Sindhu
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question186:-The presence of which amino acid in protein is detected through the Hopkinscole test?
  
        A:-tryptophan    

        B:-glutamine 

        C:-paragine    

        D:-glycine
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question187:-Which is first Asian country to introduce the negative voting?
   
        A:-India    

        B:-Bangladesh

        C:-Sri Lanka     

        D:-Pakistan
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        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question188:-In which town of Kerala is ‘Logan’s Road’ situated 
   
        A:-Kochi    

        B:-Kollam

        C:-Thiruvananthapuram    

        D:-Thalassery
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question189:-India observed Kargil Vijay Diwas on ………..
        A:-June 15    

        B:-July 26

        C:-August 30    

        D:-April 1
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question190:-One of the following Chief Minister received the highest Civilian Award ‘Bharat Ratna’.
   
        A:-M.G. Ramachandran of Tamil Nadu

        B:-Jyothi Basu of West Bengal 

        C:-M.T. Rama Rao of Andhra Pradesh

        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question191:-Formation of Rainbow is due to 
   
        A:-Diffusion of sunlight through water droplets

        B:-Absorption of sunlight by water droplets

        C:-Refraction and reflection of sunlight by water droplets

        D:-Ionisation of water droplets
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question192:-CAD stands for 
   
        A:-Computer Automatic Design     

        B:-Computer Aided Design 

        C:-Computer Automatic Decode    

        D:-Computer Aided Decode
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question193:-What is the main duty of the Legislature?
  
        A:-Implementing judicial matters    

        B:-Enacting law 

        C:-Implementing law     

        D:-Central Administration
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
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Question194:-Which Chinese traveler visited India during Harshavardhana’s rules?
   
        A:-Taranath    

        B:-I tsing

        C:-Fa-Hien    

        D:-Hieun Tsang
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question195:-Who formed the Ezhava Maha Sabha?
   
        A:-Sri Narayana Guru     

        B:-Kumaran Asan

        C:-Sahodaran Ayyappan    

        D:-Dr. Palpu
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question196:-In which session Subhash Chandra Bose was elected as the President of Indian National Congress for the first
   
        A:-Lucknow    

        B:-Tripura

        C:-Haripura    

        D:-Lahore
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question197:-What is GSM in mobile phone service?
   
        A:-General system for mobile technology

        B:-Global system for mobile communication 

        C:-Global service of mobile

        D:-Group for service of mobile
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question198:-Which one is the largest Asian desert 
   
        A:-Thar    

        B:-Gobi 

        C:-Karakum    

        D:-Taklamakan
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question199:-Which river is known as ‘Southern Ganges’?
   
        A:-Kaveri    

        B:-Tungabadra

        C:-Mahanadi    

        D:-Godawari
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
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Question200:-Who is the author of ‘Kanneerum Kinavum’?
   
        A:-V.T. Bhattathirippadu    

        B:-Vakbadanandhan

        C:-Ayyankali    

        D:-Sri Narayana Guru
        Correct Answer:- Option-A


